FOUNDATIONS & BOULDERS
‘Temcat’
Psalm 11:3 If the foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do?
Truly, we have come to Perilous Times!!
We are living in the times that inspiration has been warning about for hundreds and thousands
of years. Times when the Four Angels are holding with all their might because each day brings
events that could destroy man from this planet or blot God’s truth from the minds of men!
Over and over the Bible has warned for thousands of years to be sure of our Foundation! And
the Spirit of Prophecy writings have enforced this, emphasizing that ONLY those who STUDY
and LEARN truth for themselves - will make it through!
We MUST have a foundation of truth, deep wide and broad. Only then can we see the delusions
that are threatening to smother the ‘very elect’ even in the ‘church’ today. And yet as I
communicate with SDAs from various places and circumstances, I am forced to see that pitifully
few have that SOLID foundation, and most have no foundation in truth at all, but are leaning on
the shifting sands of ‘what the pastor says’.
Years ago, I was being oriented to a job as an Emergency Nurse in a large city hospital. One of
the things we were shown was a film informing us of the emergency plan of this large city. In the
event of a state of emergency, crisis, or enemy attack, there was a rather small, not very flashy
looking, building that unbeknown to most people, housed all the communications equipment to
co-ordinate efforts in a crisis.
It was of vital importance that this building be protected from attack, as if the enemy were to
wipe it out, emergency services would be left in uncoordinated confusion. In the film we saw the
interesting source of protection for this nerve-center. It was placed so that it could only be
attacked on one side, and in front on that side were a few HUGE boulders! They were
landscaped in there and did not look strange, but they were large enough, solid enough and
deep enough that no bulldozer, and likely no tank, could get past them.
In the times we are in, more and more of the faithful are waking up to what is being corrupted
and stolen out from under our very noses. The first reaction of those who awaken as out of
sleep and gaze in horror on some new face of apostasy, is to run to the elder or pastor and pour
out their concerns.
When this happens, most are brushed aside like a pestersome fly, but if they persist, then they
are bulldozed. Yes bulldozed right into the ground! A few months ago I obtained a picture of a
young girl who was literally bulldozed into the ground! Her crushed and bleeding form was no
more pitiful than so many honest laypersons that find themselves attacked by leadership, as if
they were the enemy of all righteousness, while the wickedness they are trying to point out, is
excused, lauded or extolled!
Now IF they have a Foundation; IF they have the BOULDERS out front; THEN they cannot be
bulldozed into the ground! Then they KNOW what is truth and can stand against all the lies,
insinuations, accusations, and rubbish that can be thrown at them. And yet most find
themselves busy at mundane things in the home, church, and workplace and have ‘NO TIME’
to study as they ought.

Foundations and Boulders

Friends, this is ‘NO TIME’ to have ‘NO TIME’! Very soon the crisis will break, and the enemy
pour down upon us. If the BOULDERS are not there, IF the Foundation is not solid, we will NOT
stand.
I want to urge each one of you, PRAY, ask God to show you where you are wasting precious
probationary time! Then get the BOULDERS out front, by redeeming that time and study three
things; yes three things; The Authorized King James Bible, the only English Bible of
Protestantism; The Spirit of Prophecy Writings, not compilations, but the BOOKS, testimonies,
Great Controversy, Christ’s Object Lessons books like that! Don’t read about them from some
other author; READ THEM for yourself! You can also get the KJV Bible on cassette tapes and
the SOP books on Audio tapes or CDs, these can be listened to while you rest, drive or work.
Last but not least, you need to be aware of certain history, because without knowing it, you are
in a bewildering fog of uncertainty, trying to understand the attacks of today. Temcat has made
available certain eBooks online that most of you would not have access to otherwise, books that
give clearly the very history that you need to be able to understand, I urge you to read these
without delay; read them carefully and prayerfully. They will give you a foundation of knowledge;
they will put the BOULDERS out front!
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